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Matthew W

on
01/30/2024




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great pistol! There aren't too many options left in 40 cal but the PX4 is outstanding, great DA/SA trigger, reasonable priced spare magazines are readily available. Also picked up a set of trijicon night sights for it. Beretta builds quality and the PX4 is another fine example. Also wanted to thank Bud's for an amazing experience, fast shipping and keeping me informed throughout the process, you guys are wonderful!! 











Glen F

on
08/13/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Absolutely love my PX Storm! Shoots like a dream and the reduced recoil from the rotating barrel I feel is essential for a 40sw. I bought my storm for an EDC and it does not disappoint. For those comparing 40 to 45 for edc, I chose 40 for the enhanced penetration which could help take down anything as large as a black bear in the wild. 45 I’ve feel and read would be great for home protection or personal defense as well but lacks the penetration on larger animals. My favorite part for an EDC is the safety and double action. I love the fact that I can load one in the chamber then easily use the decocker/safety to decock the hammer and rely on the double action for a first shot. I will also engage the safety while holstering and disengage while holstered as a habit. I know this isn’t too necessary since you can also place your thumb on the hammer hammer to prevent any accidents. Overall, this is a quality gun that will not disappoint. The feel, weight and engineering of this is impressive to say the least. I think everyone should own at least one PX4 Storm whether it be 9, 40, 45, or full, compact, subcompact. The combinations create a customized experience for each shooter and their preferences. I pulled the trigger on the 40 after research and since I already own a 9mm. I’m sure any one would be a good choice. 











Alex B

on
03/29/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I love my PX4 Storm. Absolutely flawless operation. Extremely accurate as well 











Jose G

on
03/28/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excelente arma se la recomiendo Es muy precisa 











Donald H

on
04/09/2022




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this pistol. Best semi auto that I have ever owned. Love the S&W .40 for the ease of getting ammo and for the bang. Authority!! Especially love the stainless over black. Looks amazing! I did buy two though....blaack and black and silver. His and hers!!! 











Josh R

on
08/05/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










It benefited from a D spring and DPM recoil rod to make it almost as soft as the 9 I got second. Its a tighter shot than the 9 though. 











Michael W

on
10/27/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










OMG Put the order in Wednesday and received My PX4 Storm Thursday, That's Soooooo Awesome, the PX4 STORM was in Perfect Condition, Very Handsome Gun, Thank You So Much Budsguns for your Professionalism and Awesome Service. I finally shot off today 100 Rounds off cheap Walmart aluminum casing 40 S&W, and the PX4 Storm Lives up to The Hype, The Rotating Barrel Has the 40 S&W Firing SMOOTH AS SILK No Problems what So Ever it's Worth Every Penny I paid for it. Always wanted a Beretta now I feel I chose the Best one for CCW out of the Bunch. THANKS AGAIN BUDSGUNS -
E01; 











Michael G

on
09/28/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










5 Stars: Bud's Gun Shop is a first class outfit. They conduct their business with a professional touch. I received exactly what I ordered at a reasonable price, delivered speedily to me. I am completely satisfied with the "(Beretta JXF4F21 PX4 Storm Type F 14+1 40S&W 4")" and "(BlackHawk Black Right Hand Inside The Pants Holster w/Belt C". The firearm has a good feel in my hand and is balanced to the point, it feels like it was designed for my hand. I feel confident that in an emergency I could draw this weapon and return fire, without blowing my balls off in the heat of the moment. I will buy from "Bud's Gun Shop" again and I would recommend "Bud's Gun Shop" to my friends that share my passion for gun range shooting / self protection. Mike Guenther, Milton FL 











John J

on
06/21/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I purchased this pistol to replace my compact 9mm version that was stolen. I decided after having such great recoil management with the 9mm to try the 40s&w but in the full size version. I must say that was one of the best decisions I've ever made. The rotating barrel really minimizes the infamous 40 kick making it very enjoyable to shoot. Styling, fit, finish and ergonomics are all very well executed. This being my first 40 it definitely has earned a spot in my growing firearm collection. As accurate and reliable as one could imagine. Few hundred rounds and no failures of any kind. Eight firearms purchased through Buds and not one problem. Shipping is always 2-4 days. Layaway is simple and convenient. Thanks Buds 











Gerard H

on
06/09/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Mind you, I'm very biased when it comes to px4's. I now own 7 of them, the last being the full size px4 40 cal. Put 75 rounds through it the day I got it. Like the other ones I own, it performed flawlessly. I wasn't to happy with buds in regards to how long it took to get it, but after good and informative conversations with buds representatives, that issue was resolved quickly. I've since ordered two more guns from buds. So, if you want a pistol that feels like it was custom made to fit your hand, a weapon that absorbs recoil and the ability to place you back on target each time you fire, this is the pistol you want. Great quality and price. Buds is a excellent place to purchase just about any gun your looking for, but by far, Beretta's px4 is a quality buy. 











Jacinto C

on
05/24/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fourth gun purchase from Buds and as the first time great job! Nice gun, shoots without any fails and very accurate. Thanks Buds 











Michael H

on
04/12/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I got exactly what I was expecting. Recoil is very light, very accurate. I bought a big 350 round box of Winchester White box, gave the gun a quick cleaning with Hoppe's 9, lubed the barrel lug with a rem oil wipe, then wiped that off, and went to the range. I ran 50 rounds of cheap reload ammo first. Then 300 rounds of white box. I did get a FTF at round 249, but I'll take partial credit for it. I was resting it flat on a table trying to get my groups a little smaller, but not on a proper rest. I couldn't control the recoil well that way, so I was basically "limp wristing." Then I took my wife to the range. She still likes her 9 better, but likes this one better than my nine and thought the recoil was very manageable. I ran the last 50 white box and a box of 50 Federal aluminum case rounds, and they fed great. I've only hand fed my Hornady Critical Defense rounds as my range doesn't allow hollowpoints, but it has fed them as smooth as butter from the very beginning just racking by hand. I am more accurate with this pistol than any other pistol I own. 











Faisal I

on
04/01/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Really nice gun. I pick the h gun from ffl dealer today, and already I went thru 150 rds. Shoots perfect. This is my second gun from buds. Both times their customer service was great. Ill keep buy my guns from buds. 











Richard H

on
03/16/2016




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










THIS IS A REALLY NICE PISTOL. I HAVE HAD IT A FEW MONTHS NOW AND COULDN'T BE MORE PLEASED. DECENT TRIGGER WITH A VERY MANAGEABLE MUZZLE FLIP. ACCURATE RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX. 











Vernon P

on
11/20/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This firearm is awesome. The accuracy and reliability are commendable. I love it 











Gary H

on
05/17/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun...fun to shoot and you cant beat Buds prices!!! This is my second purchase from Buds and the only complaint I have is that shipping takes too long!!! 10 days from order date on both orders!!! Thatt said, I will still order from Buds in the fututre b/c you cant beat the prices!!! 











Robert S

on
02/21/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds shipped this Beretta super fast, as always Great service Buds. I have owned quite a number of 40 S&W caliber handguns. I never really found one that provided competition accuracy combined with quick target acquisition. The notorious snappy 40 cal. round can be down right annoying after a couple hundred rounds. Even the Glock 35 that everybody competes with is a snappy gun which makes it difficult to get back on target. Since the main measure of the competition is time and accuracy slowing down the target sight can be a competitive disadvantage. The Beretta PX 4 full size in 40 cal greatly diminishes snappy recoil due to its rotating barrel and solid build. This improves accuracy as the shooter doesn't get fatigued from constantly controlling recoil. The ergonomics are phenomenal as the Beretta natural points flat and true. After several hundred practice rounds I experienced zero FTE/FTF or any other FT's. There are several back straps to accommodate any sized hands. The da trigger pull is like butter and the transition to sa doesn't require much thought. Sights can be upgraded to something more competitive but are not bad. Highly recommend this Beretta for competition or HD. 











Curtis S

on
11/09/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great buy on my PX 4 Storm. Why would anyone look elsewhere for their Firearm needs? Thank you Buds,will be back again for my next purchase! 











Mike S

on
05/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Finally got a chance to fire mine, love it. Just need to put a few more rounds through it. Got it from Buds with no issues. 











Wyman L. D

on
05/04/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I recommend this pistol to anyone. This is with out a dought the best pistol that I have ever owned and I have owned my share of pistols in my 63 years. 











Tyler M

on
04/29/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent! This is an extremely fun full-sized pistol. I have used it on the range several times(about 150 rounds), and on a Texas hog hunt as a side-arm. This was a great gun in both instances. Awesome gun, all my friends love shooting it on the range. It feels solid in your hand, It is well-balanced, and has a controllable recoil for even inexperienced girls. Overall, high 5-star gun, would recommend it to everyone looking for a full-sized pistol. 











Adam D

on
03/28/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun! I've never owned a Beretta and was surprised to see all that comes with it such as cleaning tools, speed loader, and gun lock. Very high quality for a reasonable price! Handles great and the high capacity mags that come with it is a bonus. Buds was very good to keep me updated. I only wish you could use a debit card and still get a cash discount as opposed to using an e check and having to wait 5 business days before your gun is shipped. I ordered it Tuesday and got it Thursday of next week. Luckily, shipping is free and two day so overall, I'm satisfied with Buds processing. 











Jerry B

on
03/08/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










This was my first time ordering from Bud's and I have to say I am very impressed! The gun arrived 13 days after the day of order. This was mostly due to clearing my cash payment (ACH payments take 5-7 days to clear). The website tracking was great and kept me up to date on where my gun was. The gun itself was packaged well and came with all the new gun goodies (case, lock, manuals, cleaning tools, spare backstraps etc.) The gun was beautiful and brand new. I have yet to shoot it (that will happen today). Thank you Bud's for the smooth transaction and great prices! 











George N

on
02/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I would recommend this gun. It is awesome! 











Alby S

on
02/19/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have put about 500 rounds thru this great shooting Beretta. Winchester as well as about 250 rounds of the russian ammo. Absolutely no hiccups. Great gun. 5 stars for sure. If you are thinking about this gun then think no more. You will love it. Even though it holds 14 rounds I still have no problem carring the gun concealed. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.

Continue to Chat
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